Software Developer
We're looking for a Software Developer to help us take the “Award Winning” ExpertFile platform to the
next level! You'll be working with our senior developers to cover the full software development life cycle
from architecture to implementation. Beyond code, developers are expected to collaborate closely with
others including technical product managers, designers and QA. Your ideas and perspectives are
essential to making sure we are building the right things.
Education
· Computer Science or related engineering degree or equivalent experience
Technical Requirements
· Experience with an SPA JS framework(Any of Ember, Angular or React is great).
· Knowledge of front-end build tools such as Grunt and Gulp
· We strive for a high-level of code quality; Karma and Mocha help us with this.
· Server-side programming skills are definitely an asset. We use Node.js to build our RESTful APIs.
· Familiarity with CI tools like Jenkins, AWS deploy and AWS code pipeline
· Experience or interest in working with Cloud Providers. We heavily utilize AWS.
· Experience or interest in working with SQL and NoSQL Databases(MySQL and DynamoDB).
· Experience or interest in working with distributed search engines like ElasticSearch.
New graduates welcome. Even if you’re not familiar with our entire stack, we still encourage you
to apply. Attitude and a willingness to learn are super-important. We’re still learning too!
Please direct all inquiries to: hr@expertfile.com
Competitive salary, vacation, benefits, employee stock option opportunities and work from home options.

About ExpertFile
ExpertFile is the world's leading content solution and global marketplace designed for experts and their
organizations. Our SaaS platform helps corporate, higher education and healthcare clients manage their
content and improve visibility for their experts.The ExpertFile global marketplace now lists experts
searchable on over 30,000 topics and is integrated into over 15,000 newsrooms through its partnership
with the Associated Press. ExpertFile clients include IDC, Berkeley Haas School of Business, Unum,
University Health Network and Emory University. The company won the prestigious SIIA CODiE award for
"Best Content Marketing Solution" in 2018. For more information, visit www.expertfile.com

